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‘Island of the Gods’ and ‘Land of a Thousand Temples’, Bali is an exotic 
and exceptional island whose diversity ranges from world class hotels, 

top international restaurants and vibrant nightclubs to a serene and 
blissful paradise of sandy beaches and terraced rice fields, fast flowing 
rivers, towering volcanoes, fascinating temples and ancient rainforests. 

These stunning attributes are further enhanced by an incredibly rich culture, an 
intense spirituality and a warm and welcoming people.
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Day 1

o Morning - Arrival

Arrival in Bali Airport to be greeted in the inner hall of the airport by our team who provide fast tracking assistance 
to clear immigration and customs. Transfer to the hotel of choice.

o Afternoon – Welcome to Bali

Settle in at the hotel then relax by indulging in a pampering Balinese Spa treatment, the perfect remedy to diminish 
any lingering effects of jet lag.

o Evening - Sunset Cruise

This evening is yours to enjoy refreshing cocktails and tantalizing food while taking in the refreshing night air and 
scenic coastal views from the comfort of a luxury catamaran. Traditional entertainment provides a welcoming
ambience as connections are made before meeting next morning.
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Day 2

o Meeting

Meeting commences after breakfast in one of the hotel’s dedicated conference suites. Themed coffee breaks and 
healthy lunch served throughout the day. Hotel’s dedicated conference team on standby to ensure excellent 
services.

o Evening - Belayu Palace

Dressed in Balinese costumes, visit a royal palace for an enchanting and authentic evening of royal culture. Dine 
like kings and queens while elegant and attentive staff provide the finest and most regal hospitality.
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Day 3

o Morning - Meeting

Meeting continues with working lunch to follow in the hotel.

o Afternoon - Team Building

Put those teambuilding skills to the test while incorporating a CSR element to the program. In a local elementary 
school / orphanage help to create a library or simply build a bicycle with colleagues and present it to the manager.

o Evening - Seminyak

Up the tempo after the hours spent in meetings by visiting one of the beachside hotspots in chic and cosmopolitan 
Seminyak. As the sun goes down, enjoy a unique dining experience of local and international flavours.
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Day 4

Breakfast at leisure and airport transfers for onward journey home.
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By Pass Ngurah Rai, 145

80228, Sanur, Bali

Ovationdmc.com/country/indonesia-2
Phone: +62.361.288224

Fax: +62.361.288738

Thank

you!


